Spectral analysis of finger photoplethysmographic waveform variability in a model of mild to moderate haemorrhage.
Slow fluctuations in cardiovascular signals such as heart rate variability (HRV) are believed to carry important clinical information. This study investigated whether frequency spectrum analysis of the finger photoplethysmographic waveform variability (PPGV) could characterize a hypovolaemic response by using a blood donation as a model of controlled mild to moderate haemorrhage. This was a prospective, observational study carried out in a convenience sample of blood donors. Spectral analysis was performed on the finger infrared photoplethysmographic waveform and on the electrocardiogram- derived R-R intervals obtained from 43 healthy volunteers during blood donation. Spectral powers were calculated from low frequency (LF), mid frequency (MF) and high frequency (HF) bands of the spectrum of HRV and the coherence-weighted cross-spectrum of PPGV. Comparison was made between the four stages of blood donation: pre-donation (PRE), first half of donation (FIRST), second half of donation (SECOND) and post-donation (POST). A significant increase in the sum of the sympathetic-related MF and respiratory HF powers of finger PPGV (in mean-scaled units) was observed in SECOND and POST (P < 0.01). The post-donation increase in this PPGV spectral measure occurred in 77% of the subjects, which was higher than the percentage of subjects experiencing a blood pressure drop (71% or below). Normalized LF power of HRV showed a significant rise in SECOND (P < 0.01) but not in POST. Spectral analysis of finger PPGV may provide valuable information in addition to vital sign measurements in characterizing a hypovolaemic response. Given the limitations of the current blood loss model, further studies are required to assess the usefulness of finger PPGV for early haemorrhage detection in the clinical setting.